The frequency-difference and frequency-sum acoustic-field autoproducts.
The frequency-difference and frequency-sum autoproducts are quadratic products of solutions of the Helmholtz equation at two different frequencies (ω+ and ω-), and may be constructed from the Fourier transform of any time-domain acoustic field. Interestingly, the autoproducts may carry wave-field information at the difference (ω+ - ω-) and sum (ω+ + ω-) frequencies even though these frequencies may not be present in the original acoustic field. This paper provides analytical and simulation results that justify and illustrate this possibility, and indicate its limitations. The analysis is based on the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation and its solutions while the simulations are for a point source in a homogeneous half-space bounded by a perfectly reflecting surface. The analysis suggests that the autoproducts have a spatial phase structure similar to that of a true acoustic field at the difference and sum frequencies if the in-band acoustic field is a plane or spherical wave. For multi-ray-path environments, this phase structure similarity persists in portions of the autoproduct fields that are not suppressed by bandwidth averaging. Discrepancies between the bandwidth-averaged autoproducts and true out-of-band acoustic fields (with potentially modified boundary conditions) scale inversely with the product of the bandwidth and ray-path arrival time differences.